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		ARE YOU READY FOR SUMMER? 

		

		Join Personal Trainer Gabby on her instagram as she works out and cooks from the book.

		

		You know Gabby from Love Island, Big Brother and instagram, you've worked out with her bestselling Shape Up app - now get to know all her diet and fitness secrets to transform your body ready for your summer adventures...

	
		-What to eat every day

		-How to work out to get visible results fast

		-How to keep your social life without falling off the fitness wagon!

	
		These are Gabby's favourite low-cal, super tasty recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks to stay full and energised. Recipes are easy to make, use normal ingredients and can be chucked together so you can always eat well no matter how busy you are.

	
		You're going to work hard for 4 weeks but it will be worth it. Afterwards, you'll have the knowledge to stay fit and lean for life. You can do Gabby's quick HIIT workouts at home or on holiday, fitting them around your daily routine. They are tailored to all fitness levels and require no special equipment.

	
		Find your body confidence with Gabby.
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Introduction to Wireless and Mobile SystemsCL-Engineering, 2010

	We are pleased and honored to present this third edition of Introduction toWireless
	and Mobile Systems. Wireless and mobile communication technologies are advancing
	at an unprecedented rate, and the timely release of the third edition is our
	endeavor to keep pace with this rapid technological evolution.


	This text explains the...
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How to Argue: Powerfully, Persuasively, PositivelyPearson Education, 2012

	The ability to persuade, influence and convince is a vital skill for success in work and life. However, most of us have little idea how to argue well. Indeed, arguing is still seen by many as something to be avoided at all costs, and mostly it's done poorly, or not at all. Yet it's possibly the most powerful and yet most neglected...
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Machine Learning and Cognition in Enterprises: Business Intelligence TransformedApress, 2017

	Learn about the emergence and evolution of IT in the enterprise, see how machine learning is transforming business intelligence, and discover various cognitive artificial intelligence solutions that complement and extend machine learning. In this book, author Rohit Kumar explores the challenges when these concepts...
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Dreamweaver 8 : The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Available for both the Mac and Windows, Macromedia's Dreamweaver 8 is a professional web design and development program used by millions of Internet professionals to build high-quality static and dynamic database-driven web sites. It offers drag-and-drop simplicity, streamlined HTML coding tools, and powerful database integration...
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GNSS Markets and Applications (GNSS Technology and Applications)Artech House Publishers, 2007

	After being shrouded in esoterica for a long time, Global Navigation Satellite
	Systems (GNSS) have become part of everyday life, especially the Global Positioning
	System (GPS). Having spent 40 years involved with the subject, it
	became clear to me that it would be useful to have a book about the business
	aspects of these systems. This...
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Now You See It, Now You Don't!: Lessons in Sleight of HandVintage, 1976
A new and simple learn-by-picture method that makes it easy for anyone aged twelve and up to perform all the classic sleights just as they are done by the world's greatest professional magicians. Long-time magician Bill Tarr has teamed up with Barry Ross, an illustrator famous for his instructional sports diagrams, for easy-to-follow,...
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